Autumn First Half Term in Year 1 – Me and My World
English:





Read a range of stories and identify and
describe various settings and write character
descriptions.
Focus on basic skills of story ordering and
sentence structure.
Visit Richmond Park to explore seasonal
changes first hand.
Writing senses poems linked to the Autumn
season.

Children will also participate in daily phonic
sessions to support them in their reading and
writing.

Mathematics:





Learn basic number skills and reinforce number
facts, for example number bonds to 10 and
doubles. The children will learn how to count in
2s, 5s and 10s.
Name and describe 2D shapes, use simple
Carroll and Venn diagrams.
Introduce time vocabulary.

Science:




Learn basic body parts and label.
Look at which part of the body links to which
sense.
Learn how we grow and change over time.

Computing:



Basic skills including logging on and off a
computer independently.
Using a mouse and operating a simple
program.

Art & Design:



History:



Finding out about immediate family history
and completing a simple family tree.
Talking about significant events which have
happened in their own and their families’
lives.

.Music:


Children will explore pulse and rhythm
through singing songs, body percussion and
using musical instruments.

Physical Education:




Learn to respond to a range of stimuli, make
a range of shapes with our bodies and create
different patterns in the air and on the floor.
Learn to choose appropriate movements to
express the dance idea.
Learn to show different ways to use a ball, to
understand how to use apparatus for its
intended purpose as well as observe, copy
and play both individual and team games.

Create self-portraits focusing on tone and
colour.
Represent seasonal change through use of
colours in their painting.

Geography:



Use simple field work and observational skills
to study the geography of our school and the
local area.
Learn about human and physical features, as
well as locating Benfleet within the UK and
learn simple compass points.

Religious Education:


Think about what makes each of us special and
how we celebrate special times e.g. Birthdays.
We will also read stories about Jesus and
Moses.

PSHE:



Learning that everybody is unique, recognising
our personal strengths and weakness.
How to keep ourselves safe and happy in and
out of school and think about choices and
consequences.

